
Hello Card By Cathy Andronicou

Materials used:-

Chameleon Color Tone Pencils, Chameleon Color Tops; Deep Violet, Evergreen, Green Apple & 
Dark Sage, Chameleon Color Tone Pens; Green Apple, Fuchsia & Dark Sage, Altenew Blooming 
Bouquet Stamp & Die sets, Anna Griffin Matelasse Embossing folder, White & Pink Card, 
Memento Tuxedo Black Ink. 

How to:-


1. Take flowers from Altenew's Blooming Bouquet stamp set and place on a 
MISTI stamp tool, ink with Memento Tuxedo Black ink and stamp onto 
white card. 

2.Color individual petals using Chameleon Color 
Tone pencil #11, begin with side 1 then flip to 
side #2 to color base of petal, keep flipping to 
blend, then press side #2 firmly to add detail to 
petal. Repeat the process until all the petals are 
colored.  
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3. Die Cut flower using  Altenew Blooming Bouquet die. 

4.Color individual buds using Chameleon Color 
Tone pencil #2 begin with side #1 then flip to side 
#2 to color bottom sections of the stem then die 
cut the buds and stems.  

5. Color individual petals of smaller flowers using Chameleon Color Tone pencil #10, begin with 
side #1 then flip to side  #2 to color base of petal, keep flipping to blend. Repeat the process 
until all the petals are colored. Then die Cut flower using  Altenew Blooming Bouquet die.  

6. Die cut the 'Hello'  sentiment  and then place the Deep 
Violet Color Top on the Brush Nib of the Fuchsia pen 
for 5 seconds then color the individual letters.  

7.Stamp leaves with Memento Tuxedo Black ink and then take Green 
Apple Chameleon pen, put mixing chamber on nib for 5 seconds and color 
small leaves.  

8. Place the Green Apple Color Top on the  Dark Sage pen for 5 
seconds and then the colorless blender mixing chamber on top 
of that for 5 seconds and color the leaf from the tip to the base. 
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9. Place the Dark Sage Color Top on  the  Green Apple  pen and then the Evergreen Color Top  for 
5 seconds each and color the leaf from the base to the tip, then die Cut leaves. 

10.Shape and arrange all elements onto card that has been embossed using Anna Griffin Matelasse 
folder, adhere with foam pads and glue. Mat onto pink card and then white card blank to finish. 

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http:// blog.chameleonpens.com, on the 

website http://www.chameleonpens.com and  

on Cathy’s blog http://candronicoucardcraft.blogspot.co.uk 


